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is a rapidly growing profession geared
to leading change and improving
people, processes and performance in
organizations.  OD is a critical
competency for Business Leaders,
Managers, Human Resource
Professionals and Learning and
Development Professionals.  The
knowledge and skills required to
execute successful change strategies
while increasing organization
effectiveness makes OD Certified
Professionals (ODCP) exceptionally
valuable.  

ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPMENT

(OD )

The OD Certification Program is designed to help

participants advance in their role as an

internal/external organization development

professional.  For those in HR, this program prepares

them to help senior leaders implement organization

change interventions. 
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BENEFITS  OF  THIS  CERTIFICATION

Gain Recognition as an OD Certified Professional!

ODCP
Understand your role leading change
and improving individual, team or
organization wide performance

 
Develop and implement focused,
practical assessments 

 
Identify principles for guiding,
implementing and evaluating change
effectively 

 
Gain valuable experience that can be
applied immediately in your
organization 

 
Come away with practical tools you
will actually use at work 

 
Enhance your professional growth,
gain new opportunities in the field
and earn valuable credentials 

Learn how to apply the concepts of OD by using the Action
Research Model to help clients identify needs and solve
critical business challenges using a whole systems approach. 
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13 PERCENT

INCREASE
The field of OD is becoming undeniably essential as a resource for
senior leaders.  The demand for OD Consultants is skyrocketing,
with a projected growth of 13 percent by 2022.  
 
-Monster.com

https://www.bls.gov/ooh/management/training-and-development-managers.htm


Leaders and Managers who want to learn how to guide change 

to achieve goals 

Human Resource Practitioners who want a firm foundation of 

OD theory, models and skills for change 

Organization development specialists who want to expand their 

skills for larger projects and longer impact 

Workplace learning and performance professionals who want to 

lead change and improve individual, team and enterprise-wide 

performance in organizational settings 

Ideal Candidates:
Level of Experience: 5 + years of experience



“WHAT HOLDS MOST PEOPLE
BACK ISN’T THE QUALITY OF
THEIR IDEAS, BUT THEIR
LACK OF FAITH IN
THEMSELVES. YOU HAVE TO
LIVE YOUR LIFE AS IF YOU
ARE ALREADY WHERE YOU
WANT TO BE.”  
- Russell Simmons 
 
Do You! 12 Laws to Access the Power in You to Achieve Happiness and Success
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REQUIREMENTS
Complete 8 sessions 
Complete all assignments 
Complete self development plan 
Complete development activities  
Complete an online exam 
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CERTIFICATION
CREDITS

24 HRCI Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) 
24 SHRM Professional Development Credits
(PDCs) 
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“LEARNING IS MORE
EFFECTIVE WHEN IT IS AN
ACTIVE RATHER THAN A
PASSIVE PROCESS.” 
Kurt Lewin
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The OD Certification Program (ODCP) is
offered online, for an 8 month period,
meeting 3 hours per month. Each session
provides participants with tools, guidelines
and interactive activities to practice OD.
Participants network with each other to
share valuable insights. IOD’s experienced
facilitators lead each session and provide
coaching in between sessions. Participants
complete assignments and case studies to
practice the skills learned during each
session. An online final exam is provided at
the end of the program to complete the
certification process. 

HOW  OUR

MODEL  WORKS
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1.   Introduction to Organization Development   

This course gives participants a framework of the field of
organizational development, the history of OD, and OD core
concepts.  Help organizations design and implement the structures,
processes, and systems that will allow them to grow and compete
successfully.  This session provides participants with an
understanding of the importance of OD values and ethical
behaviors when practicing as an OD professional.   
 
 

COURSE  DETAILS
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Identify the definition of OD and what the field of OD contributes to

the organization and individuals 

 

Gain a stronger understanding of the contributions to the field of

Organization Development 

 

Identify the history of OD, and get to know some of the pioneers 

 

Gain an understanding of the role of the OD consultant 

 

Recognize what constitutes ethical behaviors and practices 

 

Determine OD Practitioner Ethics and Values 

 

Identify OD Practitioner Core Competencies 

 

Recognize your current skills and how they transfer to the field of OD 

 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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2.  Action Research Model  
 
Phase 1. Entry: Identifying Client Needs and  
Phase 2. Contracting 

In this session participants will gain an understanding of how to
enter into a client relationship, identify the needs, discuss
challenges, and create a contract agreement for a client/consultant
relationship.   

COURSE  DETAILS
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Interviewing and coaching techniques to discover the issues and

uncover underlying causes 

 

Effective communication skills to get the clients attention and

influence their decision making 

 

How to interview thoroughly to ensure you’ve asked the right

questions to identify critical deliverables 

 

Recognize how to make a lasting impression and build the client’s

trust 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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3.  Assessing Organization Needs 
 
Creating Data Collection Tools, Conducting Interviews  
and Feedback, Collecting and Analyzing Data 

Learn the basics of how and when you should collect data, how to
collect data, how to identify the right data collection tool, how to
design survey instruments, how to implement the survey, and how
to analyze survey results. 

COURSE  DETAILS
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When you should conduct an Organizational Analysis

 

How to design interview questionnaires and assessment instruments

 

Define the tools and processes used for collecting data

 

How to read feedback reports and interpret meaningful data 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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4.  Preparing and Facilitating Feedback Sessions 
 
Presenting Data and Observations, Gaining Agreement and
Buy-in, and Setting Priorities 

This session provides participants with the skills needed to create a
feedback report and facilitate an Action Planning Meeting to
determine what actions are needed as a result of the feedback
session.  Participants learn how to help the client analyze the
organization and guide them to make effective decisions to address
their needs.   

COURSE  DETAILS
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How to prepare feedback reports and communicate the results

 

How to plan, facilitate, and follow up after a feedback meeting

 

How to facilitate feedback session to gain agreement and buy-in 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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5.  Strategic Planning 
 
Vision, Mission Goals, Identifying Action Plans and
Creating Project Plans 

This session provides participants with the knowledge and skills to
create action plans based on the feedback collected, and to facilitate
discussions with clients to create an action plan.  Participants will
recognize how to facilitate an action planning session using a
strategic planning approach to identify the vision, mission, SWOT,
and goals to create a project plan. 

COURSE  DETAILS
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Develop an action plan based on collected feedback 

 

Identify a strategic approach to action planning 

 

Recognize OD Interventions 

 

Facilitate planning discussions to create an action plan 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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6.  Designing OD interventions and Implementing Change
Management Process 

Participants will gain experience planning and creating an
intervention and identifying measurement criteria to analyze the
effectiveness of the intervention.  Participants will recognize the
importance of accurately identifying the right interventions to
address all aspects of the organization system.  Participants receive
guidance on measuring the success of an intervention, and building
such measurement right into the planning phase. 

COURSE  DETAILS
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Analyze the organization system to Identify specific OD Interventions

that support organization improvement 

 

Create interventions to address the needs 

 

Lead the client to plan and implement interventions 

 

Identify measurable criteria to measure outcomes

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
 

https://instituteod.com/


7. Evaluating Results, Sustaining Change, Overcoming
Resistance to Change 

In this session, participants gain an understanding of planning the
implementation of interventions to maximize success.  Participants
learn how to help the client launch the change and engage the
organization in the change process. 

COURSE  DETAILS
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Evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention 

 

How to conduct feedback sessions to analyze results 

 

How to help the client manage and sustain change 

 

Learn how to minimize the resistance to change 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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 8.  Preparing the Client for Maintenance, Exit and
Separation using a Systems Approach 

This session provides participants with insight on how conduct a
post implementation evaluation, and measure outcomes of change,
how to prepare the organization towards transitioning
responsibilities toward people more permanently associated with
the client's department upon project completion.  Participants
prepare the client for separation by conducting feedback sessions
and exit interviews. 

COURSE  DETAILS
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Identify how to conduct a post implementation evaluation 

 

Determine your role as you transfer or transition from the project 

 

Transfer the change initiative into the organization culture 

 

Recognize how to ensure the change is sustainable 

 

Relate what your responsibility is during the exit and separation stage 

W H A T  Y O U  W I L L  L E A R N :  
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THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR 

TIME.
We look forward to working 

with you!
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